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C UTAH

This Cause came on for hearing before the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Board")

on Wednesday, August22,20l8, at approximately 10:00 AM, at the State of Utah Department of

Natural Resources in Salt Lake City, Utah, pursuant to Petitioner EP Energy E&P Company,

L.P.'s ("EP Energy") Request for Agency Action filed with the State of Utah Division of Oil,

Gas and Mining ("Division") on July 9,2018 ("Request"). No third party responses pursuant to

Utah Admin. Code R641-104-140 were filed with the Board concerning the Request.



Comment letters supporting the relief sought in the Request were timely submitted to the

Board by Crescent Point Energy U.S. Corp. and Altamont Energy LLC. A comment letter was

also timely submitted to the Board by the Unita Valley Shoshone Tribe of the Uinta River Valley

Indian Reservation discussing the potential effects of an ongoing dispute between it and the Ute

Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray reservation, but failed to directly address any specific issues or

concerns regarding the Request. Each of the foregoing 3 comment letters were entered into the

Board's record in the above-captioned matter during the August 2018 Board hearing, although

none of the parties submitting the same appeared at the August 2018 Board hearing.

The following Board members were present at the June 2018 Board hearing: Chairman

Ruland Gill, Carl F. Kendall, Susan Davis, Chris D. Hansen, Michael R. Brown, and Gordon L.

Moon. The Board was represented at the August 2018 Board hearing by Michael Begley,

Assistant Attorney General. Steve Alder, Esq., Assistant Attorney General, appeared at the

August 2018 Board hearing as legal counsel for the Division.

Testifying on behalf of EP Energy at the August 2018 Board hearing were Daniel E.

Brooks, Landman - Altamont Asset Team; Angela D. Kennedy, Staff Geologist - Altamont

Asset Team; and Steven A. Biancardi, Reservoir Engineering Advisor - Altamont Asset Team.

Mrs. Kennedy and Mr. Biancardi were both recognized by the Board as experts for purposes of

their testimony at the August 2018 Board hearing in the above-captioned Cause, in petroleum

geology and petroleum engineering, respectively. Brent D. Chicken, of Steptoe & Johnson

PLLC, Denver, Colorado, appeared as legal counsel for EP Energy at the August 2018 Board

hearing.
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At the conclusion of the August 2018 Board hearing, Mr. Alder expressed the Division's

support for the granting of the Request, as conformed to the testimony and other evidence

presented at the August 2018 Board hearing.

The Board, having considered the testimony presented and the exhibits received into

evidence at the August 2018 Board hearing, being fully advised in the sarne, and for good cause,

hereby makes the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order ("Order").

FINDINGS OF FACT

Based upon the testimony, exhibits and evidence accepted at the August 2018 Board

hearing, and the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in Docket No. 2008-024,Cause

No. 139-84 dated effective December 31,2008 ("Order 139-84"), the Board hereby finds as

follows:

1. EP Energy is a Delaware limited partnership, with its principal place of business

in Houston, Texas. EP Energy is duly qualif,red to conduct business in the State of Utah, and is

fully and appropriately bonded with all relevant Federal, Indian and State of Utah administrative

agencies.

2. EP Energy operates numerous wells in the Uinta Basin, Duchesne and Uintah

Counties, Utah, and is the majority oil and gas leasehold working interest owner in such lands,

more particularly described for purposes of this Cause as follows (collectively, "Subject Lands"):

Torvnshin 1 Snrrth Ranoe 1 Wesf IT S M
Sections 15-22
Sections 25-36

All
All

Township 1 South. Ranse 1 East. U.S.M.
Section 14-15: All
Section 22-23: All
Section 26: All
Section 35: All
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Township 2 South. Range 1 East" U.S.M.
Sections 5-8: All

3. EP Energy produces oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons from the Lower Green

River and Watsatch Formations in the Subject Lands, defined for purposes of this Cause as

follows (collectively, "Subject Formations") :

The interval from the top of the Lower Green River Formation
(TGRr) to the base of the Green River-Wasatch Formation (top of
Cretaceous), which base is defined as the stratigraphic equivalent
of the Dual Induction Log depths lying between 16,720 feet and
16,970 feet in the Shell-Ute 1-18B5 Well, located in the S/2NE/4,
Section 18, Township 2 South, Range 5 West, U.S.M.; and 16.970
feet in the Shell-Brotherson 1-11B4 Well located in the S/2NE/4,
Section 11, Township 2 South, Range 4 West, U.S.M.,

4. The oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons underlying the Subject Lands are owned

by the State of Utah, the Ute Tribe, the United States in trust for the Ute Tribe, and private

landowners.

5. The Subject Lands are currently subjectto:

(a). The provisions of the Utah Administrative Code ("Utah Admin. Code")

governing hydrocarbon operations; and

(b). Order 139-184, which authorized the drilling of up to 4 vertical, andlor

directional wells per 640-acre (or the substantial equivalent) governmental section drilling unit

established thereby, with 1,320' interwell setbacks and 660' drilling unit boundary setbacks.

6. With the exception of Order 139-84, there are currently no other material well

spacing, density or other orders of the Board affecting the Subject Lands with respect to the

Subject Formations.

7 . As of the August 2018 Board hearing, there are 135 existing vertical, directional,

short lateral horizontal (up to 1 mile in perforated lateral length) and/or long lateral horizontal
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(over 1 mile in perforated laterul length) wells located on andlor producing from the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands (collectively, "Existing Wells"). A true and complete list of

the Existing Wells is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit "A.oo

8. With the exception of the above-described Existing Wells, there are no other

vertical, directional, short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal wells drilled or producing

from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands.

9. Pursuant to the Board's findings in Order 139-84, and various other orders of the

Board, it is well established that the geologic and reservoir characteristics of the Subject

Formations throughout the Uinta Basin, including the Subject Lands, constitute a "common

source of supply" as that phrase is defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(19).

10. There are at least 6 distinct productive intervals within the Subject Formations,

including the Wasatch and, within the Lower Green River, the Garden Gulch, Douglas Creek,

Three Point/Black Scale, Upper/Lower Castle Peak and Uteland Butte Members.

I 1. Production from the Subject Lands is in some cases commingled, although certain

orders of the Board have established targeted production from a specific productive interval.

12. Based upon the findings of the Board pursuant to Order 139-84, the results of EP

Energy's operations on the Subject Lands to date, the Board's taking of administrative notice

with respect to well setback evidence offered in prior orders of the Board,l and the testimony and

exhibits presented at the August 2018 Board hearing:

(a). No more than 4 vertical andlor directional wells drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands is required to efficiently and economically drain approximately

I Specifically: (i) the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in Docket X, Cause No. 139-154 dated X and
(ii) the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in Docket X, Cause No. 139-34 dated X.
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a single 640-acre governmental section, necessitating the maintenance of the 640-acre drilling

units for such vertical and/or directional wells established by Order 139-84.

(b). No fewer than 12 short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands are required to efhciently and economically drain

approximately one 640-aqe governmental section (inclusive of both existing and future short

lateral horizontal wells), necessitating the establishment of the overlapping 640-acre drilling

units for such wells.

(c). No fewer than 12 long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands are required to efficiently and economically drain

approximately one "stand up" 1,280-acre governmental section (inclusive of both existing and

future long lateral horizontal wells), necessitating the establishment of the overlapping "lay

down" 1,280-acre drilling units for such wells.

(d). Future vertical andlor directional wells drilled to the Subject Formations

on the Subject Lands should be located pursuant to Order 139-84, no closer than: (i) 560 feet

from the boundaries of any 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands and (ii) 330 feet from any

other existing and/or future vertical, directional and/or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the

Subject Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.

(e). There shall be no producing interval setback within any overlapping 640-

acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands between existing and future vertical and/or directional

wells drilled to the Subject Formations and any existing or future short lateral horizontal well

drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands.

(0. Future short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands should be located no closer than: (i) 330 feet laterally from the north-south
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boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (ii) 560 feet laterally

from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands;

and (iii) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future short lateral horizontal or long lateral

horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception

location approval by the Board.

(g). Future long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands should be located no closer than: (i) 330 feet laterally from the north-south

boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (ii) 560

feet laterally from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling

unit on the Subject Lands; and (iii) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future vertical,

directional, short lateral horizontal and/or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.

(h). Future short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal wells drilled to

separate intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands within any overlapping

640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands

should have no interwell setback distance laterally between one another within any overlapping

640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands,

but no producing interval of a short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal well drilled to

separate intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands should be located closer

than 100 feet vertically from the producing interval of another short lateral or long lateral

"stacked" horizontal well drilled to separate intervals within the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands within such overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-

acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.
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(D The surface location ofi (i) any future vertical or directional well drilled to

the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands should be located pursuant to Order 139-8a; (ii)

any short lateral or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject

Lands may be located anywhere within any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping

"stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit, respectivelyi and (iii) any future short lateral or long lateral

horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands may be located outside of

any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit,

respectively, subject to the acquisition of proper surface and subsurface estate authorizations

(including without limitation, subsurface easements from the appropriate surface and mineral

estate owners and their respective lessees, as applicable) and the casing/cementing of any such

short lateral or long lateral horizontal well to the 330 foot setback set forth in Paragraph Nos.

12(e)-(g) above, which must be evidenced by a self-certification of the same executed by the

operator of such overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the

Subject Lands and filed with the Division, and provided that the other setbacks set forth above

are otherwise maintained.

13. The allocation of proceeds from the production of oil, gas and associated

hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands should be effected in a manner

that is tied to drilling unit establishment for specific well types, i.e. production from vertical

and/or directional wells on the Subject Lands should be allocated to each such well's previously-

established 640-aqe drilling unit; production from short lateral horizontal wells on the Subject

Lands should be allocated to each such well's specific overlapping 640-aue drilling unit; and

production from long lateral horizontal wells on the Subject Lands should be allocated to each

such well's specific overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit.
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14. In order to facilitate flexibility in the development of the Subject Lands, the

operator of the overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling units should be permitted to adjust the

s€une, i.e. alter the governmental sections comprising such overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre

drilling units as originally set forth herein, provided parties having legally protected rights

affected by such adjustment are provided with a fair opportunity to participate in such

adjustment.

15. The operator ofthe Subject Lands should be authorized to adjust each overlapping

"stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit established by this Order to cover other governmental sections

within the Subject Lands not otherwise specifically authorized as overlapping "stand up" 1,280-

acre drilling units pursuant to this Order, subject to the conditions set forth in this Order.

16. EP Energy plans a vertical, directional and horizontal well development program,

with well completions in each of the above-described intervals of the Subject Formations.

17. EP Energy's development plan will allow it to both: (a) continue to acquire

technical data that will assist EP Energy in determining the optimal intervals to target for

ongoing development, the effect of concurrent vertical and horizontal well completions

(including the appropriate distance for setbacks between vertical and horizontal wells), and the

necessity, propriety and optimal distance of setbacks concerning stacked horizontal well lateral

completions and (b) continue to cultivate and refine its 5-year development plan for the Subject

Lands.

18. In addition to the geologic and reservoir issues within the Subject Formations, the

Subject Lands also present a variety of surface operations issues that pose challenges for

development, including without limitation rugged topography, difficult terrain access, and the

presence of wetlands, endangered/protected plant and animal species.
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19. Given the existence of the foregoing issues and challenges concerning the Subject

Formations and Subject Lands, development via the Utah Admin. Code, Order 139-90 and/or

Order 139-124 alone does not appear to be the best approach to development of the Subject

Lands; rather, concurrent, overlapping vertical, directional and horizontal well development of

the Subject Lands, targeting each of the above-described intervals of the Subject Formations,

will provide the most efficient and economical approach to the development of the Subject Lands

and Subj ect Formations.

20. Specifically, the Board's confirmation of existing 640-acre (or the substantial

equivalent) drilling units for vertical and/or directional wells; establishment of overlapping 640-

acre (or the substantial equivalent) drilling units for short lateral horizontal wells; and

establishment of overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre (or the substantial equivalent) drilling units

for long lateral horizontal wells, for the concurrent development of the Subject Formations by

traditional vertical and/or directional wells, short lateral horizontal wells and long lateral

horizontal wells, respectively, will permit a flexible, efficient, economical and uniform fieldwide

development plan for the Subject Lands.

21. The amendment of Order 139-84, as to the Subject Lands only, is necessary to

allow EP Energy to meet the development goals set forth above.

22. Because of the Ute Tribe ownership of the minerals underlying the Subject Lands,

communitization agreements will be required in order to create conforming drilling units; under

the guidelines of the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

("BLM") and the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA"), the

establishment of the proposed drilling units by the Board will facilitate the approval of such

communiti zation agreements.
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23. Granting the relief sought in the Request will be in furtherance of the public

policies of the State of Utah to promote greater recovery of oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons

from the Subject Formations upon the Subject Lands, without waste and with protection of the

correlative rights of all affected owners

24. EP Energy has agreed to appear before the Board on the first anniversary of this

Order, and on each of the 4 anniversaries thereafter, for the purpose of: (a) providing the Board

with information and data concerning EP Energy's operations on the Subject Lands pursuant to

the same and (b) based thereon, determining the need, if any, for the Board's amendment,

modification and/or termination of the same.

25. EP Energy has agreed to the expiration of this Order 5 years from the date of its

issuance (as to all future operations thereunder), unless otherwise extended, amended and/or

modified by the Board.

26. A true and complete copy of the Request was mailed, postage pre-paid certified

with return receipt requested, and properly addressed to all royalty and working interest owners

(including unleased owners) within the Subject Lands; to all royalty and working interest owners

(including unleased owners) within an approximate l-mile buffer surrounding the Subject Lands;

and to the BLM, the BIA and the State of Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands

Administration ("SITLA"), being the supervising federal and state governmental agencies having

jurisdiction over Ute Tribe/allottee and State of Utah mineral ownership in the Subject Lands.

The mailings were sent to said parties at their last addresses disclosed by the relevant BLM, BIA,

SITLA, Uintah County, and Duschesne County realty records, or as the same may have been

otherwise provided to EP Energy.
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27. Notice of the filing of the Request, and of the August 2018 Board hearings, was

duly published in the Salt Lake Tribune and Desert Morning News on INSERT,2018, and in the

Uintah Basin Standard on INSERT,2}|9.

28. The vote of the Board Members present and participating in the August 2018

Board hearing concerning this Cause was unanimous (6-0) in favor of granting the Request.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Due and regular notice of the time, place and purpose of the August 2018 Board

hearing was properly given to all parties whose legally protected interests are affected by the

Request, in the form and manner as required by law and the Utah Admin. Code.

2. The Board has jurisdiction over all matters covered by the Request and all

interested parties therein, and has the power and authority to render the order herein set forth

pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $$ 40-6-5(3)(b) and 40-6-6.

3. The Subject Formations constitute a "common source of supply," as that phrase is

defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(19).

4. No more than 4 vertical andlor directional wells (or any combination thereof)

drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands is required to efficiently and

economically drain each 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands originally established

pursuant to Order 139-84.

5. No fewer than 12 short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations

on the Subject Lands are required to efficiently and economically drain each proposed

overlappin g 640-acre drilting unit on the Subject Lands, inclusive of both existing and future

short lateral horizontal and long laterul horizontal wells.
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6. No fewer than 12long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations

on the Subject Lands are required to efficiently and economically drain each proposed

overlapping oostand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, inclusive of both existing

and future short lateral horizontal and long lateral horizontal wells.

7. Future vertical and/or directional wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands must be located pursuant to Order 139-84, no closer than: (a) 560 feet from the

boundaries of any 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands and (b) 330 feet from any other

existing and/or future vertical, directional and/or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the

Subject Formations, absent an exception location approval by the Board.

8. There shall be no producing interval setback within any overlapping 640-aue

drilling unit between existing and future vertical and/or directional wells drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands and any existing or future short lateral horizontal wells drilled

to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands.

9. Future short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands must be located no closer than: (a) 330 feet laterally from the north-south

boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (b) 560 feet laterally

from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands;

and (c) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future short lateral horizontal or long lateral

horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception

location approval by the Board.

10. Future long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands must be located no closer than: (a) 330 feet laterally from the north-south

boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (b) 560
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feet laterally from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling

unit on the Subject Lands; and (c) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future vertical,

directional, short lateral horizontal and/or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.

1 1. Future short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal wells drilled to separate

intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands within any proposed overlapping

640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands

shall have no interwell setback distance laterally between one another within any proposed

overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping o'stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the

Subject Lands, but no producing interval of any short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal

well drilled to separate intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands shall be

located closer than 100 feet vertically from the producing interval of another short lateral or long

lateral "stacked" horizontal well drilled to separate intervals within the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands within such proposed overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand

up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the

Board.

12. Correlative rights will be protected by application of the various setbacks outlined

above.

13. The surface location of: (a) any future vertical and/or directional well drilled to

the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands must be located pursuant to Order 139-84; (b) any

short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands may be located anywhere within any proposed overlapping 640-acre drilling unit

or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, respectivelyi and (c) any
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future short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands may be located outside of any proposed overlapping 640-aqe drilling unit or

overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, respectively, subject to the

acquisition of proper surface and subsurface estate authorizations (including without limitation,

subsurface easements from the appropriate surface and mineral estate owners and their respective

lessees, as applicable) and the casing/cementing of any short lateral horizontal or long lateral

horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands to the 330 foot setback set

forth in Paragraph Nos. 9-10 above, which must be evidenced by a self-certification of the same

executed by the operator of such proposed overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping

o'stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit and filed with the Division, and provided that the other

setbacks set forth above are otherwise maintained.

14. Maintenance of the previously-established 640-acre drilling units for vertical

andlor directional wells; establishment of the requested overlapping 640-acre (for short lateral

horizontal wells) and overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling units (for long lateral horizontal

wells), for production of oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands; the imposition of the vertical, directional and horizontal well setbacks set

forth above; the allocation of proceeds from the production of oil, gas and associated

hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands as set forth above; and the

authority to adjust the overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling units, are all fair, reasonable

and justified under the circumstances.

15. An order confirming and maintaining the previously-established 640-acre drilling

units, establishing the requested overlapping 640-acre drilling units, and establishing the

requested overlapping oostand up" 1,280-acre drilling units, will facilitate conforming
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communitization agreements as to the authorized vertical and horizontal wells in accordance

with BLM and BIA regulations, guidelines and practice, and to protect correlative rights.

16. Amending Order 139-84, as to the Subject Lands alone, for all purposes with the

terms and provisions of this Order is fair, reasonable and justified under the circumstances.

17. The relief granted hereby will result in consistent and orderly development of the

Subject Lands and Subject Formations; greater recovery ofoil, gas and associated hydrocarbons

from the Subject Lands and Subject Formations; the prevention of waste; and the adequate

protection of the correlative rights of all affected owners.

18. EP Energy has sustained its burden of proof, demonstrated good cause, and

satisfied all legal requirements for the granting of the Request.

ORDER

Based upon the Request, the findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth in Order

Order 139-84, Order I39-I34, Order 139-151, Order 139-154 and Order 131-151, the testimony

and evidence submitted at the August 2018 Board hearing, and the findings of fact and

conclusions oflaw as stated above, the Board hereby orders that:

1. The Request in this Cause is hereby granted.

2. The Subject Formations are hereby designated a o'common source of supply," as

that phrase is defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(19).

3. Order 139-84 is hereby amended as to the Subject Lands alone, and shall

otherwise remain valid and in full force and effect as to all lands covered thereby other than the

Subject Lands.

4. Order 139-84 is hereby amended and superseded for all purposes by the terms and

provisions of this Order with respect to the Subject Lands.
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5. The 640-acre govemmental section drilling units established for the Subject

Lands under Order 139-84 for the drilling of vertical and/or directional wells are hereby ratified

for the production of oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations upon the

Subject Lands.

6. 4 vertical and/or directional wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subiect

Lands are hereby authorized in each 640-acre drilling unit established pursuant to Order 139-84.

7. Vertical and/or directional wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject

Lands shall be located pursuant to Order 139-84, no closer than: (a) 560 feet from the boundaries

of any 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands and (b) 330 feet from any other existing and/or

future vertical, directional andlor long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations,

absent an exception location approval by the Board.

8. Overlapping 640-acre drilling units, for the production of oil, gas and associated

hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations, are established with respect to each governmental

section within the following portions of the Subject Lands:

Township 1 South. Raqg l West, U.S.M.
Sections 15-22:
Sections 25-36:

All
All

Township I South. Range I East. U.S.M.
Section 14-15: All
Section 22-23: All
Section 26: All
Section 35: All

Township 2 South. Range I East. U.S.M.
Sections 5-8: All

9. Up to 12 short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands are authorized in each overlapping 640-acre drilling unit so established, inclusive

of both existing and future short lateral and long lateral horizontal wells.
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10. Overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling units, for the production of oil, gas

and associated hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands, are hereby

established with respect to each 2 governmental sections, described as follows, within the

following portions of the Subject Lands, a graphical representation of which is attached hereto

and incorporated herein as Exhibit o'Bo':

Tnumshin 1 Snrrfh Ranoe I \tr/esf IT S M
Sections 15 and22: All
Sections 16 and2l: All
Sections 17 and20: All
Sections l8 and 19: All
Sections 25 and36: All
Sections 26 and35: All
Sections 27 and34: All
Sections 28 and 33: All
Sections 29 and32: All
Sections 30 and 3l: All

Towuship 1 South, Range 1 East, U.S.M
Sections 14 and23:
Sections 15 and22:
Sections 26 and35

All
All
All

Township 2 South. Range 1 East. U.S.M
Sections 5 and 8:

Sections 6 andT:
All
All

11. Up to 12 long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands are authorized in each overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit so

established, inclusive of both existing and future short lateral horizontal and long lateral

horizontal wells.

12. For purposes of clarity concerning the authorized numbers of horizontal wells in

the drilling units established pursuant to this Order, and by way of example only, and given 2

overlapping 640-acre drilling units and 1 overlapping o'stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit, the

operator would be authorized to drill: (a) 2 long lateral horizontal wells in such overlapping
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"stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit; (b) 10 short lateral horizontal wells in the northern

governmental section of such overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit; and (c) 10 short

lateral horizontal wells in the southern govemmental section of such overlapping "stand up"

1,28O-acre drilling unit.

13. There shall be no producing interval setback within any overlapping 640-acre

drilling unit between existing and future vertical and/or directional wells drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands and any existing or future short lateral horizontal well drilled to

the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands.

14. Future short lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands shall be located no closer than: (a) 330 feet laterally from the north-south

boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (b) 560 feet laterally

from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands;

and (c) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future short lateral horizontal or long lateral

horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception

location approval by the Board.

15. Future long lateral horizontal wells drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands shall be located no closer than: (a) 330 feet laterally from the north-south

boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands; (b) 560

feet laterally from the east-west boundaries of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling

unit on the Subject Lands; and (c) 330 feet from any other existing and/or future vertical,

directional, short lateral horizontal andlor long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.
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16. Future short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal wells drilled to separate

intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands within any overlapping 640-acre

drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands shall have

no interwell setback distance laterally between one another within any overlapping 640-acre

drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, but no

producing interval of any short lateral or long lateral "stacked" horizontal well drilled to separate

intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands shall be located closer than 100

feet vertically from the producing interval of another short laterul or long lateral "stacked"

horizontal well drilled to separate intervals within the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands

within such overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit

on the Subject Lands, absent an exception location approval by the Board.

11. The surface location of: (a) any future vertical andlor directional well drilled to

the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands must be located pursuant to Order 139-84; (b) any

short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on the

Subject Lands may be located anywhere within any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or

overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, respectively; and (c) any

future short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal well drilled to the Subject Formations on

the Subject Lands may be located outside of any overlapping 640-acre drilling unit or

overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands, respectively, subject to the

acquisition of proper surface and subsurface estate authorizations (including without limitation,

subsurface easements from the appropriate surface and mineral estate owners and their respective

lessees, as applicable) and the casing/cementing of any short lateral or long lateral horizontal

well drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands to the 330 foot setback set forth in
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Paragraph Nos. 14-15 above, which must be evidenced by a self-certification of the same

executed by the operator of such proposed overlappin g 640-acre drilling unit or overlappin g "lay

down" 1,280-acre drilling unit and filed with the Division, and provided that the other setbacks

set forth above are otherwise maintained.

18. The allocation of proceeds from the production of oil, gas and associated

hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands shall be effected in a manner

that is tied to drilling unit establishment for specihc well types, l.e. production from vertical

andlor directional wells on the Subject Lands shall be allocated to each such well's previously-

established 640-acre drilling unit; production from short lateral horizontal wells on the Subject

Lands shall be allocated to each such well's specific overlapping 640-acre drilling unit so

established; and production from long lateral horizontal wells on the Subject Lands shall be

allocated to each specific such well's overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre overlapping drilling unit

so established.

19. The operator of any overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit established

pursuant to this Order is authorized to adjust the same, i.e. alter the 2 govemmental sections

comprising such overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit to cover other adjoining

governmental sections within the Subject Lands not otherwise specifically authorized as

overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling units pursuant to this Order. By way of example only,

the operator of the Subject Lands is authorized to adjust an overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre

drilling unit comprised of governmental sections I and 12 to cover adjoining governmental

sections 12 and 13, provided at such time there are no existing short later horizontal wells or long

lateral horizontal wells in any of governmental sections l,12 or 13.
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20. The following conditions must be met with respect to any such adjustment of any

overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre drilling unit within the Subject Lands: (a) no productive

portion of any existing short lateral horizontal or long lateral horizontal wellbore may be located

on any of the lands subject to such adjustment; (b) notice of any such adjustment shall be

provided pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-106-300, specihcally identifying the nature

of the adjustment; (c) within 30 days of the service of any such notice, parties whose legally

protected rights may be affected by the proposed adjustment shall be entitled to treat such notice

as a request for agency action pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-105-100; and (d) in the

event 30 days elapses from the service of any such notice without a response being filed with the

Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-105-200, this Order shall be deemed amended

andlor vacated to the extent necessary to authorize the adjusted overlapping "stand up" 1,280-

acre drilling unit.

21. Not more than I year after the anniversary of the effective date of this Order, and

upon each of the 4 anniversaries of the same thereafter, the operator shall report back to the

Board on the available, non-conhdential results of its operations on the Subject Lands pursuant

to this Order. This reporting requirement shall be met by filing a written report with the Division

and Board, and may require an oral report at one or more Board hearings, at the discretion of the

Board after receipt of the written report.

22. In addition to addressing any aspects of the operator's operational results

concerning the Subject Lands and Subject Formations as the operator may deem relevant, the

written report required by Paragraph No. 21 immediately above shall address:
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(a). The appropriateness of the size of both: (i) the previously-established 640-

acre drilling units and (ii) the overlapping 640-acre and overlapping "stand up" 1,280-acre

drilling units established by this Order;

(b) The appropriateness of the definition of the spaced intervals set forth

herein, whether information obtained through development has better defined the productive

interval drained by the vertical, directional and horizontal wells authorized in this Order, and

whether a more limited desuiption of the produced interval would lead to clarity should future

infill wells be allowed, whether vertical, directional or horizontal in nature, beyond the wells

authorized herein;

(c). The appropriateness of the drilling unit boundary setbacks specified

herein, as affected by fracture distances and orientation, and observed drainage behavior,

including the drainage distance beyond the terminus of the fractures;

(d). The appropriateness of the interwell setbacks specified herein in terms of

both maximizing production and preserving the option of future secondary or tertiary recovery

operations, including without limitation the effects of refraining from stimulation of of portions

of long lateral horizontal wells to maintain required setbacks vis-avis vertical andlor directional

wells;

(e). Information concerning how the appropriate surface and subsurface

authorizations (including without limitation, subsurface easements from the appropriate surface

and mineral estate owners and their respective lessees, if applicable) were obtained from

neighboring owrers for any surface location situated outside of the drilling units specified herein

(including the self-certification information submitted to the Division).
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(0. Any input the operator may have concerning how the Utah Admin. Code,

as it pertains to vertical, directional, and horizontal wells, might be updated and improved;

(g) Any additional input the operator may have concerning the prevention of

waste, maximization of production and the protection of correlative rights in connection with

concurrent vertical and horizontal well drilling matters, so that future Board orders and Division

oversight might be enhanced, expedited and made more efficient; and

(h) Information concerning the number of net mineral acres, respectively, of

fee-owned minerals, Ute Tribe-owned minerals, and United States-owned minerals that have

been produced by vertical, short lateral horizontal wells and long lateral horizontal wells on the

Subject Lands.

23. This Order shall expire for all purposes 5 years from the date of its issuance (as to

any future operations thereunder), unless otherwise extended, amended andlor modified by the

Board.

24. Pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641 and Utah Code Ann. $$ 63G-4-204

through 208, the Board has considered and decided this Cause as a formal adjudication.

25. This Order is based exclusively on evidence of record in the adjudicative

proceeding, or on facts officially noted as weighed and analyzed by the Board in the exercise of

its expertise as set forth in Utah Code Ann. $$ a0-6-aQ)@) through (3), and constitutes the

signed written order stating the Board's decision and the reasons for the decision, all as required

by the State of Utah Administrative Procedures Act, Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-4-208 and Utah

Admin. Code Rule R64l-109.

26. Notice Regarding Right to Seek Judicial Review by the Utah Supreme Court or to

Request Board Reconsideration: As required by Utah Code Ann. $$ 63G-4-208(e) through (g),
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the Board hereby notifies all parties in interest that they have the right to seek judicial review of

this final Order in this Cause by timely filing an appeal with the Utah Supreme Court within 30

days of the issuance of this Order, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $$ 63G-4-401(3)(a), -403. As an

altemative to seeking immediate judicial review, and not as a prerequisite to seeking judicial

review, the Board also hereby notifies all parties that they may request that the Board reconsider

this Order, which constitutes a final agency action of the Board. Utah Code Ann. $63G-4-302,

entitled "Agency Review - Reconsideration," states:

(1)(a) Within 20 days after the date that an order is issued for
which review by the agency or by a supervisor agency under
Section 63G-4-30I is unavailable, and if the order would otherwise
constitute a final agency action, arry party may file a written
request for reconsideration with the agency, stating the specific
grounds upon which relief is requested.

(b) Unless otherwise provided by statute, the filing of the
request is not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of the
order.

(2) The request for reconsideration shall be filed with the
agency and one copy shall be sent by mail to each party by the
person making the request.

(3)(a) The agency head, or a person designated for that pu{pose,
shall issue a written order granting the request or denying the
request.

(b) Ifthe agency head or the person designated for that pu{pose
does not issue an order within 20 days after the filing of the
request, the request for reconsideration shall be considered denied.

27. The Board also hereby notifies all parties that Utah Admin. Code Rule R64l-110-

100, which is part of a group of Board rules entitled "Rehearing and Modification of Existing

Orders," states:

Any person affected by a final order or decision of the Board may
file a petition for rehearing. Unless otherwise provided, a petition
for rehearing must be filed no later than the 10th day of the month
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following the date of signing of the final order or decision for
which the rehearing is sought. A copy of such petition will be
served on each other party to the proceeding no later than the l5th
day of the month.

28. Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-110-200 provides the required contents of a

petition for rehearing.

29. If there is any conflict between the deadline in Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-4-302 and

the deadline in Utah Admin. Code Rule R64l-ll0-100 for moving to rehear this Cause, the

Board hereby rules that the later of the 2 deadlines shall be available to any party moving to

rehear this Cause. If the Board later denies a timely petition for rehearing, the party may still

seek judicial review of this Order by perfecting a timely appeal with the Utah Supreme Court

within 30 days thereafter.

30. The Board retains continuing jurisdiction over all parties and over the subject

matter of this Cause, except to the extent said jurisdiction may be divested by the filing of a

timely appeal to seek judicial review of this Order by the Utah Supreme Court.

31. For all pu{poses, the Chairman's signature on a faxed or electronic copy of this

Order shall be deemed the equivalent of a signed original.

DATED this _ day of August, 2018.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

By
Ruland J Gill, Chairman
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API No.:

EXHIBIT (A'

Findings of Facto Conclusions of Law and Order in Cause No. 139-157

Well Name:
Township-

Direction: Range: Section:

4301334280

430 133 l0 13

4301330949

430 1330758

43047ss774

4304755780

4301330732

4304739944

430r350066

4301352829

4301352960

43013s3396

4301330782

4304731296

4301330781

430475473s

4301353 I 1 1

4304755534

43013501 55

4301350166

4301330590

4301331326

4304755503

4304755447

4304755501

4304755483

430133t149

4301330071

4304755826

4301330369

4304730215

4304730182

4304730820

4304731265

43047ss78s

4301353429

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

1S-lW

ls-1w

ls-lw
IS-IW
25-lE
2S-IE

ls-lw
ls-lw
ls-1w
1S-1W

1S-lW

1S-1W

ls-lw
1S-1W

ls-1w
1S-1W

ls-lw
IS-IE
ls-1w
ls-1w
ls-lw
1S-lW

25-IE

ls-lw
1S-IE

1S-IE

ls-1w
ls-lw
2S-IE

ls-1w
25-IE

1S-lW

IS-IE
IS-IE
ls-1w
ls-lw

HORROCKS 5-2OAI

BADGER MR BOOM BOOM 2-29A1
BADGER-SAMHUMONGUS I-
l5A'l
BIRCHELL I-2741

BLEAZARD 2-881E

BLEAZARD3-8B1E

CHASEL 2-I7A1V
DUNCAN 2-341^1

DYE2-2841

DYE3-28AI

DYE4.27A1

EDWARDS 3.33AI

EULA-UTE I-164I
FOWLES I-2641
FRED BASSETT I-2241

HAMAKER 3-25A1

HILL 4-2841

HORROCKS 2-35A18

HORROCKS 4-2041

HURLEY 2.3341

LEBEAU 1-34A1

MCELPRANG 2-3OAI

MCMULLIN 3-68IE
MCMULLIN 4-36A1

MURRAY 2-I5AIE
MURRAY 3-22AIE

POWELL2-I9A1K
POWELL 4-1941

RRS THTJNDERDOME 3-7B IE

STATE 3-18AI

TIMOTHY 1-8BlE

UTAH ST UTE I-35A1

UTE TRIBAL I-IsAIE
UTE TRIBAL2-22AIE
UT TRIBAL 2-2641

UTE TRIBAL3-3441

20

29

l5

27

8

8

t7

34

28

28

27

JJ

16

26

22

25

28

35

20

JJ

34

30

6

36

l5

22

t9

t9

7

18

8

35

15

22

26

34



4304730805

4304754734

4301330t02

4304731407

4301331163

4304730821

430 1330833

4304732409

4304731797

4304730429

4304730286

WALKER l-I4AIE
YOTING 3-3641

ASAYEJ I-2OAI

CARSON 2-3641

DYE-HALL 2-2IAI
FAUSETT I-26AIE
HORROCKS 2-2OAIV

HORROCKS 2-5BIE

LILA D 2-2541

UTE TRIBAL 1.22A18

UTETRIBAL I-35A1E

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

VERT

IS-IE
ls-lw
ls-tw
ls-lw
1S-lW

IS-1E

1S-lW

23-IE
ls-lw
IS-IE
IS-IE

t4

36

20

36

2t
26

20

5

25

'))

35

28



EXHIBIT 66B'

Findings of Facto Conclusions of Law and Order in Cause No. 139-157

INSERT HEARING EXHIBIT "L-7"
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